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Abstract—This paper presents a complexity control system for
depth maps intra-frame prediction of the 3D-High Efficiency
Video Coding (3D-HEVC) standard. The proposed system uses a
Proportional-Integral-Derivative controller over the Simplified
Edge Detector heuristic to skip the Depth Modeling Modes
(DMMs) evaluation dynamically according to a defined target
rate. When analyzing the proposed system under Common Test
Conditions, the proposed controller stabilizes the system to the
target rate (i.e., the percentage of DMMs evaluation) after
encoding a few frames, with negligible encoding efficiency impacts.
The BD-rate degradation varies from 0.50% to 0.20%, on average,
when the target rates vary from 5% to 15%. These target rates
imply in an aggressive reduction in the DMMs evaluations,
skipping the DMMs from 85% to 95% of the cases.
Keywords—3D-HEVC; Intra-Frame Prediction; Depth Maps;
Complexity Control; Complexity Reduction

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Multiview Video plus Depth (MVD) [1] is one of the
most advanced methods for 3D video representation. In the
MVD format, only a limited number of views and their
corresponding depth maps are captured from different angles
(typically from cameras equipped with infrared sensors),
encoded, multiplexed into a 3D video bitstream, and transmitted.
With the addition of geometric information from depth maps, it
is possible to synthesize an arbitrary number of intermediary
views by applying view synthesis techniques at the decoder side,
such as Depth-Image-Based Rendering (DIBR) [2].
The MVD data format is adopted by the state-of-the-art 3DHigh Efficiency Video Coding (3D-HEVC) standard [3]. The
3D-HEVC is an extension of High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC) standard, and it can achieve a high compression rate
providing good video quality. In MVD, depth samples provide
the distance between a camera and objects as a grayscale image,
while texture samples provide the colors of the image.
The characteristics of depth maps are quite different from
texture frame since depth maps have large homogeneous regions
delimited by sharp edges, whereas texture frames contain a
complex content with sudden variations in sample values.
Although end-users do not view depth maps, the geometrical
information is crucial for generating the synthesized views.
Besides, distortion on edges information during the encoding
process may cause inaccurate representation between pixels of
background and foreground after view synthesis process. Based
on this fact, preserving the edges information to provide high
quality in synthesized views can become the most critical task
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for depth map coding in 3D-HEVC. To deal with this challenge,
3D-HEVC introduces new coding tools for a better exploration
of depth maps proprieties, such as Depth Modeling Modes
(DMM) [4], Segment-wise DC Coding (SDC) [5], Depth Intra
Skip (DIS) [6], and View Synthesis Optimization (VSO) [7].
Since HEVC intra-frame prediction presents limited
efficiency when encoding sharp edges and can produce
undesired artifacts in the synthesized views, DMMs are
introduced as additional intra-frame prediction modes for coding
3D-HEVC depth maps. DMMs are composed of two encoding
modes: DMM-1 and DMM-4 that evaluate wedgelets and
contours, respectively. However, as a drawback of enhancing
synthesized views quality, DMM modes cause a significant
increase of 3D-HEVC encoder complexity. Evaluations using
the Common Test Conditions (CTC) under the all intra-frame
configuration [8] showed that depth maps complexity is 5.8
times higher than texture coding and the DMMs processing use
35.34% of the computation time of the 3D-HEVC depth maps
encoder [9]. Therefore, new techniques have been proposed to
reduce the complexity of the depth maps intra-frame prediction.
Several works have already presented solutions to reduce the
prediction complexity of depth maps intra-frame such as [10][14]. In [10], DMMs evaluations are skipped if the variance of
the encoding block is higher than a threshold or if the first mode
in intra-frame prediction list is the planar mode. Saldanha et al.
[11] propose to compute the encoding block border gradient and
specifically reduce the complexity of DMM-1 algorithm by only
evaluating wedgelets starting in a high gradient value. In our
previous work [12], a Simplified Edge Detector (SED)
algorithm is proposed to skip DMM evaluations when the
encoding block is classified as homogeneous. This classification
is performed by analyzing the highest difference of the four
corners samples of the block.
Fu et al. [13] proposed a technique to reduce the DMM-1
complexity based on the estimation of sharp edges by predefined regions; the technique only evaluates search patterns in
the most probable region. Zhang et al. [14] proposed an intramode decision algorithm to reduce the number of HEVC intra
modes evaluated and to skip DMM evaluations. Their algorithm
is based on thresholds taking advantage of Rate-Distortion cost
(R-D cost) information in the rough mode decision.
Although the mentioned works can meaningfully reduce the
3D-HEVC coding complexity, there are applications where
complexity control is necessary. For the 3D video systems
popularization, it is desired that many different devices could be
capable of encoding and decoding 3D videos. Since different
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devices have a different computational capacity and different
power restrictions, a complexity control system is important to
allow that all devices could be able to provide a good encoding
efficiency for any device. Moreover, considering that many
battery-based devices will have an embedded 3D-HEVC
encoder, then a complexity control system is interesting to allow
a dynamic adaptation according to the available battery.
Some complexity control solutions can be found for the 2D
version of HEVC. Correa et al. [15] propose a complexity
control for 2D-HEVC, which is based on the coding tree
structures adjustment according to a target complexity. In [16]
and [17] complexity control techniques were proposed to adjust
2D-HEVC encoding complexity that limits the Coding Tree
Units (CTU) maximum depth. In [16] a region-of-interest model
is established to define different weights for regions according
to their importance, whereas in [17] the certain saliency
threshold is used to decide whether the Coding Unit (CU) should
be split into smaller CUs.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no published work
presenting methods to deal with the complexity control for the
3D-HEVC standard. Therefore, this paper presents the first
complexity control system for the 3D-HEVC standard that
targets only the DMMs processing. In this proposed solution, the
SED algorithm [12] is applied to decide for an encoding depth
block if DMM evaluations should be skipped according to a
target computational complexity.
SED ALGORITHM & MOTIVATIONAL ANALYSIS

II.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the Simplified Edge Detector (SED).

The SED classification proposed in [12] is based on a fixed
threshold value according to the video resolution and block size.
The thresholds were defined in an offline statistical analysis
regarding the resolutions 1024×768 and 1920×1080. Then, its
decision cannot be directly expanded to lower video resolutions
such as CIF (352×288) and SD (720×480) or higher video
resolutions such as 4K (3840×2160) and UHD (7680×4320).
Moreover, the performance of SED decision depends on the
encoding video characteristic, which introduces nondeterminism regarding the complexity of the DMMs. Fig. 3
illustrates this idea presenting the Dmax heat map for two frames
of distinct 1080p video sequences ((a) Shark and (b)
PoznanStreet [8]) considering 8×8 blocks, where red colored
blocks indicate the highest values of Dmax, green regions means
intermediary values, and blue regions show the lowest values.
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(a) Shark

In our previous work [12], we demonstrated that the highest
difference of the four corner samples of a block (called Dmax)
contains significant information to classify this block as
homogeneous or edge. Fig. 1 depicts a slice from Undo_Dancer
depth map with four edges blocks and four homogeneous blocks
detached. The Dmax values of those detached blocks are provided
below. One can notice that edge blocks contain Dmax with high
values, while homogeneous regions contain low Dmax values.
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Fig. 1. Depth map example with detached edges (1-4) and homogeneous
regions (5-8).

Motivated by this analysis, the Simplified Edge Detector
(SED), whose flowchart is presented in Fig. 2, compares the
Dmax against a fixed threshold to perform this classification.
When the Dmax is higher than the threshold, then the encoding
block is classified as an edge block, and DMMs evaluation is
necessary. Otherwise, the encoding block is classified as a
homogeneous region and the DMMs evaluations are skipped.
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Fig. 3. SED heat map for the first frame central view of (a) Shark and (b)
Poznan_street video sequences.

It is notable that if SED uses a fixed threshold as proposed
in [12], then a variable number of DMMs should be skipped for
different types of videos since each video has a different quantity
of borders and details as exemplified in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4 shows an example of encoding the 100 first frames of
the CTC [8] sequences using the fixed thresholds SED [10].
Notice that each video has a different profiling as previously
highlighted in the example shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, in a short
execution of a video, there are frames where DMMs are
evaluated from 3% to 20% of cases. Besides, different block
sizes have a different DMMs evaluation complexity when
comparing Fig. 4(a) (4×4 blocks) and Fig. 4(b) (32×32 blocks),
when SED threshold is fixed. For example, Shark video
sequence achieves about 20% of DMMs evaluated considering
32×32 blocks, whereas, for 4×4 blocks, the highest DMMs
evaluation achieved is about 6%. Therefore, with the different
profiling of each video and the variety of available devices
providing different computational capacity and power
restrictions for encoding 3D videos, is important to create
complexity-controlled solutions to allow performing DMMs
operation for different encoding video characteristics and
without surpassing the system resources limit. In the case of the
system employs fewer evaluations than its capacity, it is possible
to compensate it by applying further assessments in the next
frames, increasing the encoding quality.
Balloons

Kendo

Newspaper

Shark

Undo_Dancer

GT_Fly

Poznan_Hall2

PoznanStreet

Fig. 5. Diagram of the proposed PID control system.
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Fig. 6. Algorithm of the control system.

5%

A target DMMs evaluation rate (Targetrate) should be
selected as the input of the system. For example, when a target
of 5% is selected, then 95% of the DMMs evaluation should be
skipped. This Targetrate can be selected according to the
available resources of the system and it can be changed from
frame to frame, according to the available resources (e.g., it can
be reduced if the system is running with low battery). Let fn be
the number of the current frame being encoded, then the error of
fn (e[fn]) can be computed using (1), where the Targetrate is
subtracted from DMM Evaluation Rate (DER) of the previous
frame. The DER is always delivered by SED when a frame
encoding is finished.
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 initial threshold value
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 number of frames
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0
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Encode frame using TH
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e  Targetrate – DER
e_sum  e_sum + e
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(b) Block Size 32×32
Fig. 4. SED DMMs evaluation for (a) 4×4 blocks and (b) 32×32 blocks.

PROPOSED CONTROL SYSTEM

Based on the analysis of Section II, we proposed a
Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller to adapt the
SED threshold for controlling the DMMs evaluation according
to the desired target complexity dynamically. The diagram of the
proposed control system is displayed in Fig. 5 and it is replicated
for each block size. The delay in Fig. 5 means the value from the
previously encoded frame. Complementing the control block
diagram, Fig. 6 presents the pseudo-code of our control system.
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(1)

The computed error follows three paths (i) a proportional
step, (ii) an integration step, and (iii) a derivation step, whose
results are added to the threshold of the previous frame (TH[fn1]) in (2) aiming to generate the unbounded threshold (THu).

4%

III.

]=

]=
× [ ]+ ×∑
[
( [ ] − [ − 1]) +

[ ]+
− 1]

×

(2)

In proportional step, the error value is multiplied only by a
Kp constant. The proportional step results in a change in the
threshold that is proportional to the error obtained by current
frame evaluation.
In integration step, all previous errors values are added and
multiplied by a Ki constant. The integral step is necessary for
eliminating the residual evaluation error of the system. On a first
analysis, the integration step may sound a complex operation
because all previous errors need to be added. However, this
operation can be reduced to a single sum multiplied by Ki
constant because all errors until the current frame have already
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Fig. 7. Complexity control evaluations for some scenarios and target evaluations.

been added and this information is already available, as one can
see in the algorithm displayed in Fig. 6.
In derivative step, the current error is subtracted from the
error obtained in the previous frame and multiplied by a Kd
constant. The derivative step helps to predict the system
behavior fast, enabling a fast control actuation.
By adding these resulting values with the last frames
threshold, the unbounded threshold (THu) is generated. A lower
bound saturation is applied before delivering this threshold to
SED. This saturation prevents the threshold to go below one,
when 100% of DMMs evaluations would be performed.
Moreover, in case Dmax = 0, the region has the highest probability
to be a homogeneous region, then the DMMs should be always
skipped.
IV.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The proposed control system was implemented in 3D-HEVC
Test Model (3D-HTM) version 16.0. The CTC videos sequences
were evaluated in all-intra configuration for three DMM
evaluation target rates: 5%, 10%, and 15%. These target rates
considered the information presented in previous experiments
and aggressively reduces the number of evaluated DMMs. Fig.
7 depicts the DMMs use rate convergence for the desired target
rate. This experiment considered the first 100 frames of the CTC
depth video sequences for block sizes 4×4 and 32×32
(considering only the central view). Several experiments were
performed in Balloons video sequence to select the constants Kp,
Ki, and Kd that well fits the system without leading to an
unstable behavior. Therefore, they were defined, respectively,
with the values 10, 10, and 1.
Analyzing Fig. 7, one can notice that the DMM evaluations
for smaller block sizes show a slower convergence than for
larger blocks. However, after a short period, all videos have
converged to the target evaluation rate. In some cases, such as
the encoding Kendo video sequence with a target DMMs
evaluation of 15%, the assessments are limited to a maximum of
7.5%. This limitation occurs because the proposed control
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system has a lower bound saturation that does not allow the
encoder to perform the DMMs evaluation for blocks that
contains a Dmax = 0, which has the highest chance to be a
homogeneous block. Therefore, the maximum DMMs
evaluation in our system is limited to the video content.
The proposed complexity control system causes different
impact in the encoding efficiency according to the target
evaluation rate. When a higher number of DMMs evaluation is
targeted, a better encoding efficiency should be obtained. Table
I shows the encoding efficiency regarding Bjontegaard DeltaRate (BD-rate) when compared with the original 3D-HTM 16.0.
It demonstrates the impact caused by the three targets selected
in our evaluation. In our assessment, choosing a target of 5%
causes an average increase on BD-rate of 0.50%. This value
decreases as the target DMM evaluation increases, reaching an
average of 0.20% when using 15% of target DMMs evaluation.
The worst result is noticed in Newspaper video sequence
with a BD-rate increase that ranges from 1.11% up to 0.62%
regarding complexity targets. This impact occurs because the
original video sequence has a poor depth map quality and
regions where the DMMs tend to be chosen (such as sharp
edges) are composed of many distortions, causing more coding
efficiency losses. When analyzing video sequences with a good
depth map quality, e.g., GT_Fly, one can notice that the BD-rate
increase is negligible.
These impacts are completely acceptable since more than
85% of DMMs evaluations were skipped. Considering that the
DMMs uses at least 35.34% of the 3D-HEVC depth maps intraframe encoder time as described in [9], the proposed solution
can drastically reduce the encoder complexity, and maintain this
complexity over a well-defined range of values. Table II
displays the depth time saving of our solution in the three DMMs
complexity targets. Notice that our solution achieved an average
time saving of 29.9%, 27.9% and, 19.3%, according to the
selected target. Although the DMMs evaluations are stabilized
as demonstrated in Fig. 7, there is still significant variation in the
time saving as Table II shows. It occurs because the evaluated
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videos contain different content characteristics. Therefore, other
tools used in depth maps coding are responsible for different
complexities (that are not stabilized), since we use the system of
control only for DMMs.

CAPES
(processes
88881135737/2016-01
and
88881119481/2016-01), CNPq (processes 309707/2015-3 and
486136/2013-2) and FAPERGS (process 16/2551-0000241-0)
to support the development of this work.

TABLE I. BD-RATE RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT COMPLEXITY TARGETS.

REFERENCES

Videos
Balloons
Kendo
Newspaper
GT_Fly
Poznan_Hall2
PoznanStreet
Undo_Dancer
Shark
Average

Target = 5%
0.59%
0.57%
1.11%
0.36%
0.39%
0.16%
0.23%
0.60%
0.50%

BD-rate
Target = 10%
0.35%
0.36%
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0.16%
0.22%
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0.22%
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Target = 15%
0.27%
0.25%
0.62%
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0.06%
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[2]

[3]

In this evaluation, Newspaper video sequence has achieved
the highest gains regarding timesaving. Again, it occurs because
of the original depth map low quality. The timesaving obtained
by this sequence ranges from 24.5% to 35.4%, according to the
target DMM evaluation.

Balloons
Kendo
Newspaper
GT_Fly
Poznan_Hall2
PoznanStreet
Undo_Dancer
Shark
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Depth coding time saving
Target = 5%
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TABLE II. DEPTH TIME SAVING ACCORDING TO COMPLEXITY TARGETS.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a complexity control system for Depth
Modeling Modes (DMMs) in 3D-HEVC depth maps intra-frame
prediction. The basic algorithm of the designed system is the
Simplified Edge Detector (SED) that compares the four corners
samples of the encoding block with a threshold and determine if
DMMs should be evaluated or not. After several evaluations,
one can conclude that the number of evaluations varies
significantly between frames and it may be prohibitive for
applications with limited performance and/or battery. Therefore,
our system was designed to manage this problem and keeps the
DMMs evaluation under a target DMMs evaluation rate. The
control system uses a PID controller to determine the threshold
of SED algorithm dynamically. Experimental results
demonstrate that our control system is capable of stabilizing the
system to perform the target evaluation rate in a few frames with
minor impact on the encoding efficiency. With a target rate of
5% (skipping 95% of the DMMs evaluations), the depth coding
execution time is reduced by 29.9% and the BD-rate is increased
in less than 1%.
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